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The initial design of the front of the building
looked like this

Archbishop Vincenz Milde of Vienna
had a vision of an Austrian institution
in Jerusalem

traveled on steam-ships from Trieste to Jaffa
and from there into the heart-land by caravan. The Industrial Revolution and the
improvement in roads and trade routes

enabled pilgrimages to be undertaken in
style, comfort and safety. Our ship coveys
this message too.
The logo is round for good reason. It recalls the stamps that the pilgrims collected
then and now as ‚proof‘ that they had in
fact arrived at their destination ‚at the end
of the world‘ and which they proudly
showed off on their return home. We
are a pilgrims‘ hostel. Today, as always, we do not see it as our mission
to compete with hotels. Even if today‘s
pilgrims have different expectations
from those of their counterparts 160
years ago, we hold steadfastly to our
founding intentions.
Arrival is of course the English translatiFamily. Our jubilee-logo readily picks up
on the motifs of this era. Most conspicuous on of the German word ‚Ankunft‘. First and
is the only splash of color in this ensemble: foremost we are thinking of the year 1854,
the red-white-red of the Austrian flag. Tra- when we decided upon the construction site
dition has it that it was first used in the and cleared the first bureaucratic hurdles
Holy Land in Acre to signal the arrival of with our Ottoman landlords. But arrival
Austrian Babenberg Duke Leopold V in 1191. can also refer to the arrival of every single
Our logo therefore fulfills a dual purpose: in guest in our institution – as the ubiquitous
the first instance the flag symbolizes the re- software-speak in our administrative pronewed appearance of Austria at the time of gram would have it. The word arrival thus
the establishment of the Hospice in 1854, stands as much for the initial ‚arrival‘ of an
and in the second, no less significant, in- epoch-making idea in 1854 as for the indistance, it provides a bridge to the Crusader vidual arrival of every one of our guests who
era when Austrians first embarked on the are able to profit from our establishment.
long journey to the holy places of Christendom. Warlike pilgrimage in the meantime
evolved into peaceful pilgrimage, exactly as
the mosaic in our Chapel depicting the arrival of Franz Joseph suggests.
The ship recalls the form of transport of
the time; thousands of people from Austria
Rector Markus St. Bugnyar

1854

Archbishop of Vienna Vincenz Eduard
Milde died in 1854. The realization of
his vision of an Austrian pilgrims’
hostel in the Holy Land, located in Jerusalem, was thus entrusted to his successor, Archbishop Joseph Othmar Ritter von
Rauscher. He and Emperor Franz Joseph
are considered the founding fathers of our
venerable institution.
The younger brother of Franz Joseph,
Ferdinand Maximilian, who later became
Emperor of Mexico, was on a pilgrimage in
Jerusalem when he approved the purchase
– through the efforts of Austrian Consul General, Count Josef Pizzamano – of the piece
of land on the Via Dolorosa where the Hospice currently stands. Many nations envy us
this unique location in the heart of the Old
City of Jerusalem, where people of diverse
cultures and religions encounter one another. We too are fortunate to be able to participate in and benefit from these daily
encounters that take place on our doorstep.
This year is the 160th anniversary of the
founding of the Austrian Hospice of the Holy
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1914 is on everyone‘s lips: Austria and
many other countries are commemorating the 100th anniversary of the outbreak of World War I. The year 1914
should also be of enduring significance
for the Austrian Hospice. At this juncture allow the historian of our institution, Dr Helmut Wohnout, to have
a word:
“Pilgrimage from the Austro-Hungarian monarchy met an abrupt end
when war broke out in 1914.
Jerusalem itself soon became the hinterland of the frontline. In contrast to
the English, French and Russian religious institutions in Jerusalem, the
Austrian Hospice, a religious institution belonging to an allied land, was
not subject to seizure by the Turkish
army. Nevertheless, it came as a relief
to the Hospice when, at the end of
1914, German general staff officers
arrived in Jerusalem. In 1916, in accordance with its religious character,
the institution was turned into a convalescence home for German and
Austro-Hungarian soldiers – a possible
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requirement in Palestine given the approach of the frontline.
For Jerusalem the First World
War ended in December 1917. After
the collapse of the Ottoman Gazaline in autumn 1917, British troops
marched in the direction of Jerusalem. Its capture possessed significant
symbolic value. The Turks had initially wanted to defend the city militarily, but in the end, under pressure
from their allies, they retreated from
Jerusalem without battle. On December 8th the first British units reached
the city; on December 11th General
Edmund Allenby took possession of
Jerusalem in a carefully planned ceremony. He was ceremoniously welcomed in the city by dignitaries from
all the religious communities. On the

part of the Catholic Church, the General was met by the rector of the
Austrian Hospice, Franz Fellinger,
since the patriarch of Jerusalem and
his suffragan bishop had been forcibly evacuated from the city by the
Turks while preparing to defend Jerusalem. The well-respected Austrian prelate was hastily named pro-general vicar of the diocese of Jerusalem
and assigned temporary control over
the abandoned patriarchate.
Despite the martial law imposed
by General Allenby, the hospice remained untouched in the initial
weeks following Jerusalem‘s occupation. On February 15th 1918 a representative of the British administration appeared. The following day
the pilgrim hostel was appropriated
and turned into an orphanage for local children belonging to the ‚Syria
and Palestine Relief Fund‘ under the
auspices of the Anglican bishop of
Jerusalem.
It took a year and a half, until the
29th August 1919, and much ener-
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getic intervention, not least from the
patriarch, until the Hospice was
finally given back to rector Fellinger.
The place was in a terrible state. In
the years immediately following the
war it was inconceivable that it could
return to its pilgrim-hosting enterprise. Given the choice of putting the
building at the disposal of the British
administration to be turned into offices or using it as a boarding-house
for British officials and officers, the
latter option was decided upon since
it corresponded more closely to the
idea of the Hospice and its implications were also easier to reverse. Only
in the 1920s did pilgrimage to Jerusalem start up again, and then in
considerably limited scope than before the outbreak of war.”
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2014 is significant not only as a juncture from which to review the year,
1854, when the Hospice was founded
and to recall the outbreak of war in
1914. This year will also enter the
annals of Hospice history for the
sheer number of pilgrims from Austria who came to stay, a number far
exceeding any of the previous years.
Last year the Bishops‘ Conference
decided once again to take up the
tradition of peoples‘ pilgrimages
which had ceased exactly 100 years
ago when shots fell in the Balkans.
Every diocese, with the exception of
Vienna, that had long been planning
a major “Paulus” trip to Asia Minor
promoted participation in this pilgrimage to the Holy Land which would
be led by the respective diocese bishops. Around 2,400 pilgrims responded to the appeal: in Jerusalem
some were reminded of 1916, when
the Austrians had taken the city.

2014

and pensioner associations) first and
foremost visited the Hospice in its jubilee year. Obviously not everyone
could stay with us, but everyone was
able to get an idea of what it means
to have “Our house in Jerusalem”.
Inspired by a symposium in 2013,
a collected volume is scheduled to be
published this year containing contributions on important questions relating to the origins of the Austrian
Hospice and outlining current issues
and problems. We are grateful to have
found reputed and experienced
authors, in Austria as well as in

Jerusalem. Running to approximately 300 pages, the collection comprises
thought-provoking articles containing
new insights and facts, as well as
numerous photos of the interior of
the building, its treasures and archival
material. We owe thanks to the Austrian Governors’ Conference which,
under the Presidency of Mayor
Michael Häupl, took the unanimous
decision to fund this project. Upper
Austrian Governor Dr Josef Pühringer
deserves our special thanks for his
kindness in bringing our cause to the
attention of the conference.
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All of them (and a few hundred
more, who arrived with the parish
pilgrimages ie the Austrian seniors
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To make a donation towards the
renovation of the Hospice,
please write “donation”; to make a
contribution for social or charitable
causes, please write “grant”.
Many thanks.
Österreichisches Hospiz
zur Heiligen Familie
IBAN: AT951919000100150127 ·
BIC/Swift: BSSWATWW

